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Our FAScinating Journey will introduce readers to some other winding path in dealing with prenatally
exposed kids. Jodee illuminates this path with lamps that shine the hope of possibilities for these special
children. On your own journey through these webpages you will: • Discover creative approaches in
achieving and loving children with attachment issues. While this is Liz Kulp’s tale, our hope is to open
doorways for you and your child." • Smile as you get to know Liz, an extremely real teen who is
determined to be the very best she can become inspite of FASD. • Wade through school and behavior
problems with tears, laughter and strategies you might not have tried. • Match professionals who've
helped the Kulp family help Liz grow. • Loose yourself in an array of concepts within the appendix. •
Uncover suggestions to help a child nutritionally. Our FAScinating Journey: The Best WE ARE ABLE TO
Be, Keys to Brain Potential Along the road of Prenatal Brain Damage is written for family members,
professionals and the city. You want to provide your child "a chance to grow! • Know how alcoholic
beverages affects the growing brains of kids. We want to help your loved ones become solid and united
rather the divided and fall. It’s goal is to open up the door to options for our citizens who have sustained
brain injury because of poisons in the womb. • Become familiar with brain terminology.
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Five Stars Great resource! Essential for any parent working with a child struggling with FASD. You
possess great tips in every direction and every life-scenario, wether its nutrition, college and learning,
therapies, you name it, youve got something to state. Five Stars a excellent resource!. Your books are
fantastic, I would want to translate them into German and have them into circulation in Germany. The
companion book, *All That I COULD Be* by Liz Kulp is ideal for teenagers who would like to understand
what FAS is about. What an inspiration! This is their best book yet!! Jodee and her girl have tried to
collect all their experiences to make them open to other families so that they usually do not hve to
"reinvent the wheel". Five Stars This is a very informative book for understanding FAS. Standing up
Ovations for Liz and Jodee Kulp ! God bless you. We are Kulp family followers.... There are references for
physical therapies, sensory therapies and meals allergies.!! This book may be the best resource I've found.
Concrete, usable information, an inspirational, overall champion! Five Stars Specifically the book I have to
help me with a kid I'm working with. Fascinating Journey This is an excellent book. I'd reccomend it to
anyone whom lives with FASD.Full of information. A Truly Practical Guidebook to Raising a kid with FAS
This is probably the most practical guides to therapies and treatments for FAS. Keys to achievement in
your trip with FASD Jodee Kulp can be an amazing woman. The actual fact that she's written of her
journey and offers helped her daughter Liz to become the advocate she actually is amazes me
continuously. Liz is continuing to grow into an incredible woman who brings an awareness to FASD that
no one else can. This publication helps people to understand what FASD is and how exactly it affects a
persons human brain. I believe it helps visitors to see that it is not really a won't for the FASD person but
a can't. Many thanks for sharing your journey with us Jodee and Liz! Like the uplifting method that it's
presented in this publication and the keys to success that are shared. That folks who are affected by FASD
are not trying to be challenging but would like ways to comprehend the world.! I am a mom of several
children with FASDs. An Indispensable Resource I am constantly surprised and frustrated by the lack of
attention the medical and research community gives to helping families with children impacted by FASD
find interventions and techniques that function. Thank God for the Kulps and their willingness to talk
about their journey. It's superb to have the advantage of their experience as we travel this path.
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